
Earbuds X3 Lite

Great entry-level TWS earbuds with premium sound quality. 
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28 Hours* Battery Life - Ready for Non-stop Enjoyment 

Optimized for low power consumption, the Earbuds X3 Lite 

features a combined battery life of 28 hours (with charging 

case).

Outstanding performance with no worries — exercise, 

listen to music, watch films and enjoy long phone calls.

Music Playback           Total with charging case

6Hours* 28Hours*

Calls                              Total with charging case

4Hours* 17Hours*
45mAh steel-cased lithium battery

500mAh battery capacity for charging case
Product parameters from wingtech labs. There may be a little difference due to the actual use of the environment and the state of the product.HONOR Confidential



Dual Device Connection - Seamless Switching

 Earbuds X3 Lite can be connected with two devices simultaneously. 

With its dual connection supporting smartphones, tablets, PCs and 

other smart devices, you can watch a video on the tablet, but still open 

to receive any phone calls.

 Sound switches between two devices automatically.

Product parameters from wingtech labs. There may be a little difference due to the actual use of the environment and the state of the product.
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Quality Speaker with Powerful Bass – Good sound always surrounds

10mm large size composite diaphragm speaker unit
Shocking sound effects

AAC and SBC dual-audio codec
Delicate sound quality

All in-ear design
Light and comfortable to wear

Product parameters from wingtech labs. There may be a little difference due to the actual use of the environment and the state of the product.
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AAC and SBC dual-audio Decoding

Store Less

AAC encoded files are comparable to music CDs, and AAC-encoded 

sound quality is nearly as good as, or better than, MP3 files encoded at 

the same or higher bit rate. For example, the sound quality of a 128 kbps 

AAC file is almost the same as, or even better than, a 160 kbps MP3 file. 

AAC files are smaller than MP3 files because of the lower bit rate.

SBC is the most basic Bluetooth audio codec and is a codec format 

mandated by A2DP (Bluetooth Audio Transmission Protocol). All 

Bluetooth devices will support this format.

Product parameters from wingtech labs. There may be a little difference due to the actual use of the environment and the state of the product.
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Brand-new Bluetooth 5.3 – More Stable Connection

All-new Bluetooth 5.3 version ensures you a more stable connection 

experience and faster transfer experience.

All-new Bluetooth 5.3 version provides significantly improved interference 

protection in complex environments. Whether it's for gaming, calls, or 

music, the Earbuds X3 Lite will always keep you connected.

Think of the Bluetooth version as the road a delivery truck is driving down, 

and the higher the number means the road is smoother and wider, with a 

higher speed limit.

More Stable
Stronger Anti-

interference Ability

Faster
transfer

Product parameters from wingtech labs. There may be a little difference due to the actual use of the environment and the state of the product.
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Low Latency Game Mode - Never Miss a Beat 

Earbuds X3 Lite deliver a more stable and faster 

connection for a better listening experience. The 

simultaneously synchronizing technology powered by 

Bluetooth 5.3, with adjusting the size of the Bluetooth 

transmission packet, buffer size, retransmission 

mechanism, can reduce latency to as low as 73ms *.

With the low latency, the audio and visual of your 

favorite game always remain in sync, giving you a 

competitive edge for the win..
73ms

Latency      

Tap the earbuds for 3 times, enter the game mode

Product parameters from wingtech labs. There may be a little difference due to the actual use of the environment and the state of the product.
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Dual-mic AI ENC Noise Reduction for calls- Enjoy clear calls anytime, 
anywhere

The two-mic array on each earpiece combined with 

AI ENC noise reduction technology and exclusive 

beamforming technology, can intelligently filter 

ambient noise and accurately pick up your voice. 

Be it crowded subway stations or bustling streets, 

hear and be heard like you are conversing face to 

face with the Earbuds X3 Lite.

Product parameters from wingtech labs. There may be a little difference due to the actual use of the environment and the state of the product.
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Dual-mic AI ENC Noise Reduction Principle

A main microphone 

An auxiliary microphone

AI ENC filter
 Voice Band
 Amplitude
 Time Latency
 Auxiliary Mic Filter

Auxiliary mic Voice+
Low/high frequency noises

Main mic Voice+
Low/high frequency noises

Product parameters from wingtech labs. There may be a little difference due to the 

actual use of the environment and the state of the product.

 Removing non-speech 
sounds 

 Accurately pick up human 
voice
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With an IPX-4 rating, light splashes or sweat can't stop you from staying in the zone with your favorite songs.

So, keep calm and rock on.

IPX-4 Water Resistance Rating – Enjoy music and sport freely

Product parameters from wingtech labs. There may be a little difference due to the actual use of the environment and the state of the product.
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OTA Technical Service Support

Use with HONOR AI Space APP

Update Earbuds Online

Customize functions and buttons

Switch sound effects

Make your own customized earbuds

Earbuds update with cloud

OTA Cloud Technical Service Support

Product parameters from wingtech labs. There may be a little difference due to the actual use of the environment and the state of the product.

Update Earbuds OnlinePop-up windows* Customize functions and buttons
Switch sound effects

* This function needs to work with Magic UI 6.0 and later devices .
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Earbuds X3 Lite Competitive Analysis: Overall Configuration in the Mainstream, with 
Obviously Advantageous Battery Life and Bluetooth.

• This page of competitive content are based on the Internet public information and legal channels information, for reference only.
• Product parameters from wingtech labs. There may be a little difference due to the actual use of the environment and the state of the product.

Earbuds X3 Lite OPPO enco air
Realme

[22Q2 New Products]
Xiaomi air2se

Redmi buds3
Youth

Appearance medium-sized ear tips, in-ear pod, half in-ear stick, half in-ear stick, half in-ear pod, half in-ear

Chip
ATS3019

Bluetooth 5.3
BES 2500IUC
Bluetooth 5.2

BES WT250U
Bluetooth 5.2

BES 2300
Bluetooth 5.0

BES WT250U
Bluetooth 5.2

Speaker
10 mm

Composite membrane
8mm，composite membrane 9mm，composite membrane

14.2 mm
Composite membrane

6mm，composite membrane

MIC 2，AI ENC 1，ENC 1，ENC 2，ENC 1，ENC

Earbud battery 45mah，steel 40mah，soft 40mah，soft 48mah，soft 36mah，soft

Music/call About 6H 6H/ 6H/ 5H/ 5H/

Charging case battery 500mah 400mah 400mah 410mah 315mah

Total battery life ＞28H 24H 24H 20H 18H

Touch controls Touch control Touch control Touch control Touch control Touch control

Water resistance rating IPX4 IP54 IP54 IP54 IP54

OTA Supported, covered Not supported Not supported Not supported Not supported

Others
Pop-up windows, Dual Device 

Connection
Pop-up windows Pop-up windows Pop-up windows Pop-up windows
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Thank you
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